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In scholarly and scientific publishing, altmetrics are non-traditional bibliometrics as an alternative or complement to more traditional citation impact metrics, such as impact factor and h-index. Altmetrics can include (but are not limited to) peer reviews on Faculty of 1000, citations on Wikipedia and in public policy documents, discussions on research blogs, mainstream media coverage, bookmarks on reference managers like Mendeley, and mentions on social networks such as Twitter.

Sourced from the Web, altmetrics can tell you a lot about how often journal articles and other scholarly outputs like datasets are discussed and used around the world. See the Almetrics Icon on your article in the Library’s repository, Scholarly Commons.

COVID-19 RESOURCES
- For Healthcare Professionals - Resources and current literature on the Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19)
- Respiratory Therapy Information Resources
- For Consumers/General Public – Local, State and National Resources

Message from the Librarian:

While it’s been challenging for any health professional seeking the most accurate COVID-19 information and at a time that’s too early in the research cycle for systematic reviews, libraries around the world have rallied to the task and remained open for business. But you don’t need to go any further than the Baystate Health Sciences Library to explore our own COVID-19 Subject Guide, which features a CDC daily feed and other surveillance data, latest Covid-19 articles added to PubMed, expert searches, Baystate announcements, links to scholarly resources and more. Since this past winter, Baystate’s Library and Knowledge Services has been focused on COVID-19, creating subject guides, including one for the general public, formulating literature searches, answering consumer health questions and processing document delivery requests non-stop. In similar manner, scientists and experts from several countries recognized the need for up-to-the-moment expert information and formed an international Public Health Emergency Initiative urging greater accessibility and faster publication timetables for COVID-19 related literature. Publishers responded by expediting turnaround time from manuscript to press, with their publications quickly accessible in PubMed Central and by widely distributing normally copyrighted works. Meanwhile, the Medical Library Association targeted a variety of COVID-19 subjects and prepared ready-made literature searches and other tools. Government agencies such as the National Library of Medicine offer a wide range of resources while their growing COVID-19 Open Research Dataset (CORD-19) has more than 29,000 scholarly articles. Already, many clinical studies on potential therapies related to COVID-19 can be found in ClinicalTrials.gov. Ask us how to keep up with the latest information or for assistance obtaining publications. And, be sure to browse our COVID-19 Guide.

Ellen Brassil, MLIS, MAT, AHIP
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SPECIAL FEATURES:

COVID-19: NEJM

Journal Watch Coverage - All of our coverage in one location

Specialties include:
- Hospital Medicine
- Emergency Medicine
- Infectious Diseases

Use NEJM Journal Watch as part of your current awareness strategy! NEJM Journal Watch equips today’s caregivers with the information and perspective needed to be clinically prepared and to practice with confidence. NEJM Journal Watch is a clinician’s first source for the latest research and guidelines that affect patient care. Our practicing physician-editors survey the most important medical journals in 12 specialty areas to place the key findings into succinct perspective. These timely, authoritative, and independent summaries are presented with a clinical perspective and expert commentary.
Mobile-friendly – the new design and layout are much more compatible with mobile devices than the previous version.

Article snippets – your search results show fragments from the abstract that contain your keywords for easier skimming.

Best Match – the Best Match algorithm has been improved, so your list of results are presented in a more relevant order.

Citation options

Share options - select Share to post a link to the abstract on Twitter or Facebook, or to copy the link and share it anywhere else

Article-specific content

The Health Sciences Library is sponsoring a free 60 day trial through July of a couple of new point-of-care digital resources from Wolters Kluwer:

- **5 minute Clinical Consult**: A new point-of-care tool for fast access to information on diagnosis, popular health topics, diseases and conditions, lab tests, patient hand-outs and more.

- **Anesthesiology**: One of the latest point of care tools from the LWW Health Library with dozens of electronic books. Along with videos, case studies and more.

**RECENT ACQUISITIONS**

- Neinstein's Adolescent and Young Adult Health Care
  Lawrence Neinstein, MD, FACP
  Link to resource.

- Equipment For Respiratory Care
  Teresa Volsko, MHHS, RRT, FAARC
  Link to resource.

- Manual of Neonatal Respiratory Care
  Steven Donn, Sunil Sinha
  Link to resource.

- Assisted Ventilation of the Neonate
  Jay Goldsmith, MD, FAAP
  Link to resource.

- Comprehensive Perinatal & Pediatric Respiratory Care
  Kent Whitaker, MEd, PA-C
  Link to resource.

- Respiratory Care: Principles And Practice
  Dean Hess, PhD, RRT, FAARC
  Link to resource.

- The Respiratory System at a Glance
  Jeremy Ward, PhD
  Link to resource.

- Respiratory Disease
  Robert Wilkins, PhD, RRT, FAARC, James Dexter, MD, FACP, FCCP, Philip Gold, MD, MACP, FCCP
  Link to resource.

- Neonatal and Pediatric Respiratory Care
  Julianne Perretta, MEd, RRT-NPS, CHSE
  Link to resource.

- Paediatric Pulmonary Function Testing
  Jürg Hammer, Ernst Eber
  Link to resource.

- Tarascon adult emergency pocketbook
  Hamilton, Richard
  Link to resource.

- Perinatal nursing
  Simpson, Kathleen Rice
  Link to resource.

- Nelson's Pediatric Antimicrobial Therapy
  Nelson, John D.
  Link to resource.

- Brenner & Rector's the kidney
  Yu, Alan S. L.
  WJ 300 B8375 2020

**FREE TRIAL TO POINT OF CARE RESOURCES**

May is National Nurses Month. From our staff at the Library......we appreciate all you do